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A Free Project Sheet From

Pheasant Run

Finished Bed Quilt Size: 103" x 103"



Materials for the Bed Quilt

Please note: all strips are cut across the width
of the fabric from selvage edge to selvage edge. 

Cutting Instructions for the Bed Quilt

Sewing Instructions for the Bed Quilt
All seams are sewn using 1/4" seam allowance with
pieces held right sides together and raw edges even. 
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3 yards  Pheasant Cameo   8025-44
1⅛ yards  Red Tonal   8028-88
      (includes binding)
2¾ yards  Red Floral   8029-88
⅞ yard  Dark Brown   8030-38
⅞ yard   EACH of five light fabrics:
      8027-44, 8027-77, 8028-44, 8030-44,
       8031-44  
⅜ yard   EACH of ten assorted colored fabrics:
      8026-38, 8026-77, 8026-88, 8027-88,   
   8028-77, 8029-38, 8029-77,

   8030-33, 8031-77, 8031-88
9½ yards  Pheasant Cameo   8025-44   
          (for quilt backing)

From the pheasant cameo, cut:
    (36) 8½" x 8½" squares, fussy cut, with a printed pheasant 
 motif centered in both directions of each cut square
From the red tonal, cut:
    (11) 2¼" strips for the binding. Add the uncut yardage to
 the ⅜ yard cuts of ten assorted colored fabrics to be
 cut below.
From the red floral, cut:
    (10) 8½" strips for the outer border. Add the uncut yardage to
 the ⅜ yard cuts of ten assorted colored fabrics to be
 cut below.
From the dark brown, cut:
    (9) 2" strips for the inner border. Add the uncut yardage to
 the ⅜ yard cuts of ten assorted colored fabrics to be
 cut below.
From EACH of the five light fabrics, cut:
     (15) 1½" strips to yield a total of (75) light fabric strips.
     Recut these (75) light fabric strips into:
     (36) 1½" x 14½" pieces 
  (36) 1½" x 13½ pieces
     (36) 1½" x 12½" pieces
  (36) 1½" x 11½" pieces
      (36) 1½" x 10½" pieces
  (36) 1½" x 9½" pieces
From EACH of the ten assorted colored fabrics and the   
 remaining red tonal, red floral, and dark    
 brown yardage, cut:
     (6) 1½ strips to yield a total of (78) colored strips.
 Recut these (78) colored strips into:
      (36) 1½" x 13½" pieces
  (36) 1½" x 12½ pieces
      (36) 1½" x 11½" pieces
  (36) 1½" x 10½" pieces
      (36) 1½" x 9½" pieces
  (36) 1½" x 8½" pieces
 There will be extra strips and these can be used to adjust  
  color/fabric placement to create a more   
  pleasing effect as you assemble your quilt top.

1. Referring to the diagram below, stitch a 1½" x 8½" colored 
piece to the bottom of an 8½" pheasant cameo square, noting 
orientation. Stitch a 1½" x 9½" colored piece to the right-hand 
side of the square. Stitch a 1½" x 9½" light fabric piece to the top 
of the square. Stitch a 1½" x 10½" light fabric piece to the left-
hand side of the square to complete Round One.

2. To complete Round Two, repeat the procedure from step 1 to 
add 1½" x 10½" and 1½" x 11½" colored pieces and 1½" x 11½" 
and 1½" x 12½" light fabric pieces to the unit from step 1.

3. To complete Round Three, repeat the procedure from step 1 to 
add 1½" x 12½" and 1½" x 13½" colored pieces and 1½" x 13½" 
and 1½" x 14½" light fabric pieces to the unit from step 2. The 
block should measure 14½" from raw edge to raw edge in both 
directions.

4. Repeat steps 1-3 to make a total of (9) Block A with the first 
log of each block placed at the bottom of the pheasant cameo 
square.
5. Repeat steps 1-3 to make (9) Block B with the first log of 
each block placed at the right-hand side of the pheasant cameo 
square. Add the logs in a counter-clockwise manner repeating 
the procedures used to make the first (9) blocks.
6. Repeat steps 1-3 to make (9) Block C with the first log of 
each block placed at the top of the pheasant cameo square. Add 
the logs in a counter-clockwise manner repeating the procedures 
used to make the first (9) blocks.
7. Repeat steps 1-3 to make (9) Block D with the first log of 
each block placed at the left-hand side of the pheasant cameo 
square. Add the logs in a counter-clockwise manner repeating 
the procedures used to make the first (9) blocks.
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Quilt Assembly for the Bed Quilt

Quilt Assembly Diagram for the Bed Quilt

8. Referring to the quilt pictured on the cover and the diagram below, arrange the blocks into (6) rows with (6) blocks in each row, 
using the letters in the center of each block as a guide to correct block placement and noting orientation of each block. Stitch the 
blocks into rows. Sew the rows together to complete the quilt center.
9. Trim the selvages from the 2" dark brown strips. Sew the strips together end to end to make a long 2" strip. From this long strip, cut 
(2) 87½" and (2) 84½" lengths (if your measurements are different, cut to fit your quilt top). Stitch the shorter lengths to the left and right 
sides of the quilt top. Sew the longer lengths to the top and bottom.
10. Trim the selvages from the 8½" red floral strips. Sew the strips together end to end to make a long 8½" strip. From this long strip, 
cut (2) 103½" and (2) 87½" lengths (if your measurements are different, cut to fit your quilt top). Stitch the shorter lengths to the left and 
right sides of the quilt top. Sew the longer lengths to the top and bottom.
11. Layer the completed quilt top with batting and batting and quilt as desired. Bind the finished quilt using the 2¼" red tonal strips.
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Fabrics in the Collection
Pheasant Run

8026-88
Red Paisley

8028-77
Blue Tonal

8030-33
Caramel

8031-77
Blue Small Floral

8027-44
Cream Toile

8028-88
Red Tonal

8030-38
Dark Brown

8031-88
Red Small Floral

8027-77
Blue Toile

8029-38
Brown Floral

8030-44
Cream

8026-38
Brown Paisley

8027-88
Red Toile

8029-77
Blue Floral

8026-77
Blue Paisley

8028-44
Cream Tonal

8029-88
Red Floral

8031-44
Cream Small Floral

8025-44
Pheasant Cameo


